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Game Overview

Winning the game

Core Game
Contents

Inspired by classic ‘70s Cop cinema, Go Ahead Punk is a One vs All hidden movement game of cat and 
mouse stealth, and all guns blazing action.

One player takes the role of a sadistic sniper holding the city to ransom. 

The other players take on the roles of San Francisco’s finest; inspectors Lacey, Johnson and Brannigan. 
It is their task to track down the shooter. 

Weapons specialist Johnson favours the shotgun. With a 1 
die combat re-roll it’s hard to miss. He loves what he does…  
and looks damn good doing it.

Stinger wins if he achieves 3 hits and escapes the city. All the Cops have to do is take Stinger down first.
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A grizzled Cop, Brannigan hates hoods and whatever he hits with that canon 
of his, he destroys.  He gets +1 damage with any hits scored.  

After years in Personnel & Records, Lacey knows the law and all the criminal 
connections on the street, making her the intel specialist. When drawing an 

‘Intel Location’ card, she gets Stingers exact location, not just his district.

A maniac on the loose.  Little is known about the assassin, so the police gave him
the codename “Stinger”.

A highly skilled, well trained operative, he’s not in it for money, or revenge.

It’s because he likes it.

The Cops are sending in their best to bring him down while they still can.
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Place the Stinger deck and Stinger 
Key deck by Stinger’s player board.

Put Stinger’s inventory item tokens 
(black border) next to the cards.

Put the Stinger, JAM and Hit playing 
pieces near Stinger’s player board. 

Give each player 4 dice matching 
the colour of their player board.

Place the hunch token  
on position 1 of the 
hunch tracker.

Each player should also take a 
health marker and put it on the 
highest number of the health 
tracker shown on their player board.           
5 for Cops and 10 for Stinger.

Player Count:

1 Player: See page 18 for differences 
in setup

2 Players: One player is Stinger, the 
other plays all Cops

3 Players: One player is Stinger, the 
others choose a Cop each and share 
control of the third Cop

4 Players: One player is Stinger, the 
other players choose a Cop each

Place the Cop deck and Cop 
inventory deck within reach of the 
Cop players. For a standard game 
remove all cards marked with a red 
dot to the box. (see page 21)

Place all the Cop 
Inventory Items         
(red border) close to 
the Cop players.

Place the Helicopter 
playing piece close to 
the Cop players.

Add the Cops starter 
weapons to the 
inventory slots on their 
player boards:

Brannigan: .44 Pistol

Johnson: Shotgun

Lacey: .38 Pistol

Place the movement tracker behind the screen, and place the tracker 
token with it. Add the sniper rifle and free escape token to Stinger’s 
Inventory. (the grid on his board)
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We recommend setting up the board in the way shown. Play proceeds clockwise.  The second and third order 
Cops don’t matter, but Lacey should be first if you are to get the best out of her intel ability.  
Stinger is set up at the top of the board.                                                    



Game Board
The board is a representation of 1970s San Francisco.

Players move around different coloured transport lines between numbered intersections. 

The city is further separated out into different coloured districts.

Key game elements are summarised in the top left corner of the board. The hunch tracker in the top-right 
corner counts down to the next time the Cops get a free hunch to Stinger’s location.
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Each character has their own board to track Health, Inventory and in the case of Cops, Vehicles.  

Additionally, Stinger has the movement tracker behind his screen to keep track of his movement in secret.
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Early concept for card backs

Early concept for Stinger art
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• Stinger starts the game with a single-use escape token.  You may discard 
this token after a failed escape roll and move up to 4 places in secret.
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Key Combat Points
• Characters cannot heal using a med-kit in combat, however if a character escapes and is caught 

again before their next turn, they can use a med kit before combat re-starts.

• Cops cannot exchange inventory items during combat.

• If Stinger is firing first and sends a Cop to the ER they don’t get to fire back before leaving.

• During Stinger or the 3rd Cop’s turn, if Stinger escapes from a combat he must draw NOT move
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 You are Stinger....  You Are the Bad Guy....  but is all as it seems?

A skilled ex-military operative, you have been blackmailed by organised crime figures to take 
out rival gang heads around the city.

Only then will they release your daughter held on Alcatraz.

You play Stinger, the Cops are controlled by the AI.
Most elements are the same as the standard game.
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Setup shown above, has the following changes from the multiplayer game 

1. Line up the character boards in turn order at the bottom of the game board

2. Remove the following to the box: Stinger Screen, Stinger Movement Tracker, Cash Tokens, Cash   
 Inventory Cards, Stinger Diversion Card

3. Assign a car token to Lacey, remove its car card from the Cop pack and reshuffle                                                         
 (This is to balance the fact that her special ability is unused in the solo game)

4. Place the Cop playing pieces on the following locations: Lacey - Mountain Lake Park,           
 Brannigan - City Hall & Johnson - Christmas Tree Point

5. Stinger setup as per the standard game, choosing a start location and then drawing a key and 1   
 card

6. Stinger makes his first move leaving behind the Last Known Location marker in his starting    
 space. (or current space if he decides to draw again instead of moving)
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1. Stinger’s Turn
In your role as Stinger you take your turn and move in the usual way, the only difference being 
that your playing piece is on the board at all times.

The Last Known Location Marker (LKL):

There are various times in the game when Stinger is considered “Spotted”.  
Whenever this occurs, place the LKL under his current position. 

The cop A.I. is often directed to Stingers LKL so it is very important that you 
remember to keep the marker updated.

2. Move the Hunch Tracker

3. Cop’s Turn
If Stinger isn’t ‘Spotted’,draw a solo A.I. Card and follow 
the instruction for each cop depending the current 
phase of the game (Hunt or Escape). The symbols are as 
follows.

The Cop moves directly towards 
Stinger. If a freeway will get them 
closer they will take it. If there is a 
choice, always take the worst option 
for Stinger.

The Cop draws a card. 

The Cop moves directly towards the 
LKL. If already there, they remain in 
place and stake out the area.

The Cop moves directly towards the 
relevant numbered port. If already 
there, they stay in place.

JAM Card Behaviour

In the Escape Phase

Remove the JAM token if the LKL marker is placed in a district containing it. Cops do not try to avoid the 
JAM district and will still move towards Stinger and face the restrictions

The LKL marker and hunch tracker are no longer used, characters simply take turns to move until Stinger 
escapes or is killed. Stinger can no longer draw cards or use the ER

Spotted! (Update the LKL Marker / Ignore the A.I. Card)
Stinger is considered Spotted under the following circumstances.

• The Hunch Tracker is on ‘Reveal’

• He has just completed a hit (Unless using the silencer, then update it the following turn)

• He is in combat

• He has just drawn a ‘Spotted’ card

• He has just played the ‘Bus Hĳack’ card

• He is at an ER

• A Cop draws an ‘Intel location’ card. In the solo game this reveals his EXACT location.

Under these circumstances, the Cops ignore the A.I. card for that round and move directly towards 
Stinger.  Note: If Stinger escapes combat during a round with Cops still to move, draw an A.I card for 
them as he is no longer ‘Spotted’ after moving away.

Remember: Stinger is not spotted just because a Cop draws a target symbol, unless it results in them 
landing on him and causing combat. The target simply means they move directly towards him.

• In the escape phase, Cops drawing a target or pursuing a ‘Spotted’ Stinger, never move more 
than 2 districts away from a port.  (Exception: If they can land on him). If they cannot land on 
him, they move towards the port nearest to Stinger                                           

• A Cop holding a first aid kit will use it automatically after taking 2 or more damage                
(not in combat)

• A Cop holding a movement card will only use it if Stinger is ‘Spotted’

• Cops can still only hold 1 movement card but will exchange a move +1 for a +2 if possible

• Cops will place the chopper in the closest district to Stinger with an eligible hit location

• Cops will automatically exchange equipment to improve each other when on the same space. 
Unlike in the main game they don’t have to use their turn to do this

Cop Behaviour

Stinger Behaviour  (Special Solo Rule)

Remember… 
Whenever there is a choice to be made regarding the Cops, you always choose the worst option for 
Stinger.

If Stinger escapes combat involving a Cop with a car, he may make 5 moves instead of the usual 4.
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Every effort has been made in play testing to give you the most exciting and tightest games possible. However 
we acknowledge the existence of both highly skilled and novice snipers out there!

For this reason we have created 4 grades of difficulty for Go Ahead Punk. These apply to both the solo and 
multiplayer versions of the game and we hope will give you much extended replay-ability.                                   
See below for the different options.

• Remove all but 2 Location Intel cards

• Remove all cards with the red indicator

• Stinger draws 2 cards on a ‘Draw’ action instead of one

• (Solo Only) Cops will pursue beyond 2 zones from the ports in the escape phase

• (Solo Only) Lacey begins without a car

• Include all cards with the Red Indicators

• Cops are instantly moved to the 3 closest ports to Stinger on their first turn after the 3rd hit is 
achieved unless it is worse for Stinger for them to stay in place. (i.e. They can reach him this 
round)

• Stinger begins without the ‘Free Escape’ Token 

• Stinger may not use an ER

• All Cops begin with a car but without the trunk item. Remove the relevant car cards from the 
Cop deck.

• Include all cards with the Red Indicators

• Cops are instantly moved to the 3 closest ports to Stinger on their first turn after the 3rd hit is 
achieved unless it is worse for Stinger for them to stay in place.                                                 
(i.e. They can reach him this round)

• Stinger begins without the ‘Free Escape’ Token 

• Remove all cards with the Red Indicator

Novice Punk:

Standard Punk: Manual as Written

Lucky Punk:

Deadly Punk:
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